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Can innocence
brutally stolen
be regained?
‘Beasts of No Nation’ impresses
By Thom deMartino
Sun executive editor
Can innocence, brutally
stolen, ever be truly regained?
In “Beasts of No Nation,”
Agu (Abraham Attah) and
his family are caught in the
crossfire of the civil war tearing their West African nation
apart: corrupt government
loyalists verses driven and devoted rebel fighters.
There are no “good guys”
here, no moral high ground
-- those with power take what
they want from those who
have none. Government soldiers who come to his town
and accuse the locals -- including Agu’s father, the village
headman -- of giving aid and
comfort to the rebels, take his
remaining family from him in
a brutal, irrevocable fashion.
Escaping through the jungle, lost for days and starving,
the boy stumbles into the midst

Movies
BEASTS OF
NO NATION

Abraham Attah and Idris
Elba star in this unfliching look at the life of a
child soldier as he fights
both for his life and the
remainder of his soul.
Not rated, but featuring disturbing scenes of
violence and bloodshed.
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of a firefight between the loyalists and the rebels, and catches
the discerning eye of the charismatic Commandant (Idris
Alba.) Seeing the potential in
the broken youth to be built
up and indoctrinated as one of
his fledgling soldiers, he takes
Agu under his wing, placing
him with a young group led by

“BEASTS OF NO NATION” tells the story of a child warrior in Africa.
Strika (Emmanuel Nii Adom
Quaye,) a wordless adolescent
who becomes both his friend
and rival for the Commandant’s attention.   
This is not a film for the
faint of heart: the military
leader’s child soldiers are remorseless in their killing, having lost the innocence of childhood long ago: now knowing
only violence, the hunger for
revenge and survival.
While it takes some time
for Agu to embrace it, by the
time he’s mired in the quicksand of moral ambiguity, he’s
far too gone to care -- as he
narrates later, “I am knowing
the sound of people screaming, and the smell of dead

bodies...I saw terrible things...
and did terrible things.” And
while he comes to realize that
all that is in his future is unending war, he knows no way
to escape, for fear of the ruthless Commandant.
“If I am telling you this,
you will think that I am some
sort of beast...or devil...” he
narrates, “...and I am all of
these things.”
This film is produced by
Netflix and is available on
the streaming service as well
as in select theaters, making
it a strong contender for the
upcoming Academy Awards
season.
Directed and adapted from
the novel by Cary Joji Fukuna-

Project
West is
bold, fun

PROJECT WEST

American-Asian food.
Located a 7132 W. Garden Grove Blvd.. Westminster. Price range:
$6-9. H H H H

By Sara Denk
Western Sun staff writer
A new gastropub called
Project West opened in Westminster last June, bringing a
unique, bold menu and enjoyable dining atmosphere to
the area. The American-style
menu makes typical items exciting and new with an Asianinspired influence and attention to quality ingredients.
Upon being seated, the
waiter provides samples of
their specialty cantaloupe
horchata and kiwi lemonade
drinks. Both are unique and
refreshing - the kiwi lemonade
was so delicious that I decided
to order a glass for myself. The
cantaloupe horchata was tasty
yet a little strong to be paired
with a meal.

ga, the director behind the first
(superior) season of HBO’s
“True Detective,” “Beasts”
is also beautiful in it’s juxtaposition of the horrors of war
contrasted by the beauty of
the lush and flowering jungle,
with the gorgeous cinematography bringing it all together.
“Beasts of No Nation” is a
powerful and unrelenting film,
with exceptional performances by
both Elba and especially by newcomer Attah. Heartbreaking, moving and disturbing, this look inside
the reality of a torn country’s civil
war, a boy’s loss of innocence and
the lengths individuals will go to to
dominate and fight to take -- and
keep -- power will haunt the viewer for days to come.

COURTESY OF PROJECT WEST

PROJECT WEST offers a unique approach of American food with an Asian spin.
All of their meat dishes are
preservative-free, making the
guilty pleasure of eating hot
dogs and hamburgers feel a
little less guilty. Although the
ingredients here are of high
quality, there really aren’t any
options on the menu that could
truly be called healthy. This
is still a place you’d come to
indulge, as I did, with my order of the Japanese hot dog,
Parmesan truffle fries, and the
“Type 2” desert.
The Japanese hot dog

Food
came topped with wasabi, aioli, pea sprouts, bonito flakes,
teriyaki sauce, and seaweed
strips. The sausage itself was
nothing above average, but
the toppings really made this
Japanese hot dog something
to crave. Each bite was packed
with flavor and perfectly seasoned without being too spicy.
The Parmesan truffle fries
came piled high, with proba-

bly enough for up to four people if being treated as a side.
The flavors were rich and addictive, but after a certain extent it became overwhelming
to continue on with this dish.
This is one that is definitely
an indulgence item; one worth
trying, but not one worth having a heart attack over.
There’s always room for
dessert, which at Project West
is always alternating. This
night on the menu was a desert
named “Type 2,” which was a

rich, gooey, nut-filled brownie
topped with a scoop of vanilla
ice cream and caramel drizzle.
This dessert was another example of how Project West
takes traditional dishes and
revamps them into even more
flavorful, lovable treats.
The menu was quite affordable, ranging from about $6-9
for appetizers and entrees.
The ambiance was casual yet
clean and fresh, with chalk
menu boards and a poll up on
the wall on which beers they
should sell once their liquor license is approved.
The highlight of visiting this establishment was
definitely the menu. The bold
flavors and unique twists on
classic items have sparked my
interest; I will definitely be returning for more from Project
West.

